Weatherproof Products – Frequently Asked Questions

Do you have available the weatherproof receptacle covers in A 3-gang
configuration (vertical mount)?
We're sorry, but we do not have 3-gang weatherproof covers. All we have
available are 1 and 2-gang covers.

Do you offer box similar to E9802 with 2 holes or knockouts in bottom only?
I'm sorry, but we do not offer such a product. We have a two-gang FS type box
where you can drill the hubs yourself.

On the Carlon part number E98G5FN-CAR, is there one available that can cover
the receptacle "while in use" and still close and be weather tight?
Also, does it fit a Midwest 50 Amp receptacle with a part number of BR-54-U?
Carlon does not make an in-use weatherproof cover for 50 amp receptacles.
The largest we make is for 30 amps.

I notice an outline of a circle on the bottom of your single gang weatherproof box.
Can this circle be drilled out for cable entry? If NM cable is used at this drilled out
hole, what type of cable clamp should be used to secure the cable to the hole?
Can a metal cable clamp be used on these boxes?
The circle on the back of a weatherproof box is known as a gate. It can be drilled
out and used with a clamp. If the clamp is not designated as a wet location, then
the box will no longer be considered weatherproof and should only be used
indoors in a dry location. A metal clamp would need to be bonded to the
grounding conductor.

We are using your single and double gang switch cover devices (grey w/ red
handle - poss. product # E98TSCN?) for electrical applications around pools. Do
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these switches conform to NEC sec. 680.22 (C) - for use within 5 foot or less
from the side of a pool? If not, do you have a product that does meet this
exception in the NEC pool wiring section?
680.22(C) is not making an exception to the cover but for the switch. Even if
Carlon's cover is used, the switch is required to be listed for use within 1.5m of
the inside of the pool wall.

Do you have a weatherproof surface type extension ring that can be used over
an existing single gang outlet? Need to be able to do a surface extension from an
existing outside outlet, with 1/2" conduit to underground for an additional device.
We have a non-weatherproof extender for outlet boxes, but we do not have a
weatherproof extender for an existing outlet, which would have a knockout for
conduit, too.
We do carry surface mount weatherproof covers and FS/FD boxes, though.

E962E-In the catalog it says that it comes with 4-3/4" hubs. Is that sizes 4" down
to 3/4"? In the picture it is just showing a 3/4" threaded hub.
This means that there are a total of 4 hubs as part of the E962E, each of them is
3/4" size and the hubs are threaded.
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